
Our company is looking for a data transformation. Thank you in advance for taking
a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for data transformation

Responsible for leading multiple concurrent work streams related to delivery
of information to support the BT programs (including overall design and
architecture of the BT environment, and data design of BT operations),
executing on all phases of project implementation
Collaborate with IT leadership to document and create / modify processes to
support the BT ecosystem design, and determine the optimal service models
for all centrally managed tools (Scorecard, Tracker, Models, Dashboards)
Recommend opportunities for BT infrastructure enhancements, working
closely with Business and Technology partners to provide resolutions to
business and technical issues
Collaborates with business to define the data acquisition and data storage
strategy through the future state BT infrastructure
Oversee data trends and reports to measure effectiveness and install
necessary benchmarks or thresholds to ensure data integrity and accuracy
Develop advanced analytics models to support BT Initiatives
Managed a team
Experience connecting data to customer contact channels to create
personalised customer experiences, from planning through to technical
implementation, to ongoing testing and optimisation
A thought leader in the data, digital and customer value management fields
Experience with techniques and tools to translate customer and transactional
data into actionable decisions and recommendations in an automated manner
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Remove blockers and facilitate the smooth running of the workstream
Certification strongly preferred (IPMA, PMI, PRINCE II)
Bachelor’s degree preferred in Computer Science, Engineering, Information
Systems
Strong knowledge of the IT function and how IT enables the business through
effective strategic planning, governance and management discipline
At least 10 - 15 years working experience in business analysis, solution
design, systems analysis, business/management consulting, process mapping
and engineering
Experience in defining the Enterprise wide architecture from data acquisition
through to information delivery using the Business Intelligence tools


